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MAN KAT A1 25.422 6x6 with Aerial Mast - MoD Ref: 50529

Details
MAN KAT A1 25.422 6x6 with Aerial Mast

Direct from the military this model of vehicle is
the later current in service vehicle used today

Fitted with a AMA 34 metre antenna mast
system

A self-propelled antenna mast system is
suitable for mobile and quick use. A MAN
truck converted for the military serves as the
carrier vehicle; the truck and mast system have
a total weight of 22.5 tons. The telescopic mast
can be continuously extended to heights
between 9.5 and 34 meters. The space
required for the structure is 10 x 6 m, the
antenna mast system can be leveled up to a
terrain inclination of 15° with its hydraulic
extensions. The setup requires 3 men who can
set up a radio link within 30 minutes.

Assembly and dismantling is possible even
under the most difficult conditions with wind
speeds of up to 70 km/h (wind force 8). With
an antenna mast system installed, operation
can be carried out at wind speeds of up to 100
km/h (wind force 10).
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The vehicle has a 20ft ISO container carrier
frame allowing fitment of the antenna mast
system which can allow for easy dismount
from the vehicle.

Permanent 6x6 all wheel drive

Coil spring with shock absorbers

ABS braking system

8 Speed ZF manual transmission WSK400 with
torque converter

Choice of vehicles available with 20,000-40,000
kilometres only

Option maybe considered to remove the
antenna mast and offer the truck chassis only

CATEGORY Cargo Trucks

MANUFACTURER MAN

ENGINE
MAN D2866 6 Cylinder
420HP

GEARBOX
ZF 8 Speed Manual with
WSK400 Torque Converter

BRAKES Air over mechanical

STEERING LHD - PAS

TYRES 14.00 R20

ELECTRICS 24 volt

L x W x H 10.90m x 2.50m x 3.60mm

GROSS WEIGHT 24,000kg

HOURS /
MILEAGE

20,000-40,000 Kilometres

YEAR OF
MANUFACTURE

1995

QTY AVAILABLE 3

EXPORT
REQUIREMENTS

SIEL Licence Required
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...more

PRICE

All prices quoted are GBP U.K. Pounds Sterling Ex. Works excluding VAT

where applicable and shipping / associated costs. Vehicles advertised are

subject to remaining unsold. All prices quoted are based on "per individual

unit"purchased, any reductions on advertised price for multiple item orders is

subject to negotiation and is conducted at the time of inspection or provision of

LOI. For complete Terms & Conditions See Main Website. Photo's shown above

may represent a vehicle type rather than an actual vehicle, vehicles are

available serviced and painted to customers preference. An export licence may

be required for items sold to customers outside of the U.K.

MAN KAT A1 25.422 6x6 with Aerial Mast
Govsales of Ex Military vehicles for sale, Ex Military Land

Rovers for sale, Ex army trucks for sale, MoD Surplus, Ex MoD
and NATO Disposals, Ex Military and Nato Plant and Equipment
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